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HEAD acoustics GmbH
The founder of HEAD acoustics
GmbH, Dr.-Ing. Klaus Genuit
researched
the
psychoacoustic
characteristics and the binaural
signal processing of human hearing
during his studies and his doctorate
at the RWTH Aachen (Technical
University of Aachen), Germany. An
important result of his research was a
fundamental
revision
of
the
incomplete artificial head concepts of
that time.

HEAD acoustics GmbH was founded in 1986 with the goal of
establishing a new concept of head-related recording and playback
technology in the market. Today, the AACHENHEAD® technology is setting
standards with its technical reproduction of human hearing. With its
headquarters in Herzogenrath, Germany, and its subsidiaries the company
today has more than 100 employees worldwide.

Technological innovations must be
placed on a solid economic basis. In
cooperation with the automobile
manufacturer Daimler Benz, Dr.-Ing.
Genuit developed a new artificial
head system for sound diagnosis and
analys is
with
tr ansmission
characteristics comparable to those
of the human outer ear.

The artificial heads from HEAD
acoustics feature a unique, simplified
and
mathematically
describable
geometry with exact transmission
characteristics
that
can
be
reproduced and calibrated.

HEAD acoustics delivers powerful and user-friendly tools not only to the
automobile industry, but also to the telecommunications industry as well
as to other application areas of acoustic measurement and analysis
technology. From recording to analysis and playback - products from
HEAD acoustics today are setting worldwide standards.
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Shaping History ...
HEAD acoustics GmbH
In the mid-1980s, HEAD acoustics
was the first company to establish the
concept of head-related recording
and playback technology as well as
aurally compensated signal analysis
in the market.

The NVH division worldwide supports
manufacturers of technical products,
especially in the automobile industry,
also it is involved in acoustic
e n v ir onm ent a l p r o t e c t io n , an d
closely cooperates with universities as
well as national and international
institutions.
The main focus of the Telecom
division is the voice quality of
communication systems. Unique
methods for determining all aspects
of communication quality allow
optimization of complex systems and
system configurations.
Leading
telecommunication
manufacturers rely on the technology
from HEAD acoustics.

HEAD acoustics is offering services in
both corporate divisions.
HEAD
consult
NVH
provides
customers not only with know-how,
but also with a four-wheel roll
dynamometer, measurement rooms
and other facilities. On-the-spot
customer support is part of the
services of this division that is much
appreciated by customers. This
intensive support benefits clients with
outstanding expertise and frees up
their resources to concentrate on
getting the job done.
The consulting services of the
Telecom division specialize in the
optimization of communication
systems ranging from traditional terminals, VOIP and hands-free car
phone kits to complex system
configurations.

Today, the AACHENHEAD® technology
is not only setting standards with its
technical reproduction of human
hearing, but also provides complete
s ys t em
sol u t i o ns
co v er i ng
measurement, analysis and playback
as well as simulation and evaluation.
A catalyst of this development was
the desire of many manufacturers to
optimize the acoustic quality of their
products in order to achieve
competitive advantages. “Sound
quality“ is an important marketing
argument, because the purchase
decision of potential customers is
influenced by the characteristic
sound of a product. In order to meet
the requirements of customers in the
best possible way, operations at
HEAD acoustics are organized in two
divisions: NVH and Telecom.

Alongside its in-house research and development activities, which HEAD acoustics has become renowned for, the
constructive dialog with customers has been a key factor in the continuous improvement of the AACHENHEAD® technology.
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... and Designing the Future
The worldwide Presence of HEAD acoustics

Positive Feeling

guarantees that support of HEAD acoustics products is never far away.
The company is represented by sales partners in Europe, South America,
Asia, and Australia. The most important sales markets in the USA,
France, and Japan are served directly by subsidiaries.

directly depends on the sound environment. Sound events or noise affect the human psyche in a greater
way than other sensory inputs such as
heat, touch or visual influences. Over
time, exposure to disturbances
c a u s e d b y u n p le as a n t n o is es
considerably diminishes our quality of
life.
Our auditory apparatus has no way
of escaping the increasing intensity
o f n o is e pro d u ce d b y o u r environment. While our other senses
recuperate during sleep, our hearing
permanently remains switched on.
Sound penetrates the unconscious.
However, awareness of the impact on
the environment and health due to
the annoyance of noise has only
played a secondary role until now.

HEAD acoustics Inc., Brighton (MI), USA
HEAD acoustics, Japan K.K., Yokohama
HEAD acoustics SARL, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

The systems from HEAD acoustics are used in all areas
in which the human (subjective) aural impression is a
decisive factor in the evaluation of sound events. Aurally
accurate sound diagnosis allows the user to identify
weaknesses of sounds and to find starting points for
improving sound quality.

In the future, the listener will continue to be the focus
of the AACHENHEAD® technology from HEAD acoustics. With innovative solutions for the examination
and improvement of sound quality, HEAD acoustics
contributes to improving our quality of life. The individual’s subjective audible perception is the fascinating
basis of our research.
Making the world a nicer place …
audibly
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Our Customers appreciate ...
… comprehensive, customer-specific and
user-friendly solutions. HEAD acoustics
consistently faces these challenges in the
development of its products.
With its products and services, HEAD
acoustics offers complete system solutions
from sound engineering via sound & vibration
to acoustic environmental protection. Most of
all, the constructive dialog with industry,
science and research contributes to a steady
enhancement of the AACHEN HEAD ®
technology, leading to features and functions
that meet the practical requirements of our
customers. Our range of products and
services is characterized by perfectly
harmonized, integrated system solutions that
nevertheless remain user-specific and can be
adapted to individual needs.

Analysis
With its software products, HEAD acoustics provides a
complete analysis system for the evaluation of
measurement data in the area of vibration, acoustics, and
psychoacoustics. ArtemiS is the core component of a
complete hardware and software product family covering
applications from aurally compensated recording and
playback via measurement and analysis technology to
virtual simulation and listening experiments. Human
hearing can be integrated into the analysis at any time.

Recording
The HMS artificial head from HEAD acoustics
is probably the best-known binaural recording
system. Thanks to its 24-bit technology, the
artificial head achieves a dynamic range
during recording that is comparable to
human hearing. Recordings are made
binaurally, are aurally compensated, and can
be made with several artificial heads
simultaneously. The artificial head is equipped
with a USB interface allowing the direct
connection of a notebook or PC. Additional
multi-channel frontends, such as the SQlab II
and III, complete the application and
operation possibilities for all data acquisition
applications.

The hearing model represents a reproduction of the
physiognomy of the human ear. The Relative
Approach Analysis Method, developed by HEAD
acoustics, is based on the hearing model and reacts to
quick temporal and spectral changes. The analysis result
correlates extremely well with the pattern recognition
capabilities of the human ear.
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... customized Total Solutions
Playback

BTPA/BTPS

Also, the playback of artificial head
recordings is true to the original. It can be
done using equalized headphones or
alternatively through loudspeakers. The
playback equalizer guarantees an exact,
aurally compensated reproduction.

An important service of HEAD
acoustics
comprises
Binaural
Transfer
Path
Analysis
and
Synthesis
(BTPA/BTPS).
This
method delivers valuable insights
about the sound quality to be
expected from the vehicles and
their components during the
development phase. In order to
predict it reliably, an aurally
accurate auralization of the transfer
paths is required.

All-in-one
For mobile operation, HEAD acoustics offers
the analysis system NoiseBook to its
customers: its small size makes this efficient
and mobile tool ideal for field use because it
is an all-in-one recording, analysis, and
playback device.

BTPA/BTPS is based on a
combination
of
real-life
measurements of airborne sound
and acceleration signals and
acoustic simulation. HEAD consult
undertakes the task of solving
complex acoustic and vibrationrelated problems with professional
measurement technology on the
spot or on our own in-house
dynamometers.

Simulation
The Sound Simulation System from HEAD
acoustics
accurately
and
interactively
simulates different driving situations. In a
driving simulator, it creates not only engine,
tire, wind and other vehicle or background
sounds, but also structure-borne sound in the
form of vibration. The need for timeconsuming and cost-intensive prototype
testing is reduced to a minimum.
Jury Testing System
HEAD acoustics also allows for the increasing
importance of jury testing – of course, aurally
compensated. Hardware and software can be
configured according to various requirements
allowing users to perform group jury tests as
well as individual and interactive tests in order
to quickly and efficiently determine the
optimal acoustic image of a product. It is
suitable for all areas of sound design and can
be customized individually.

Communication Technology
In complex communication networks, the determination of voice
quality is a special challenge. The analysis technologies developed
by HEAD acoustics allow the quality evaluation of entire systems,
but also of individual components from the terminal right down to
the VOIP gateway in a network. Mobile phones, echo
compensators or hearing aids – HEAD acoustics provides the
suitable analysis technology for all kinds of non-linear and timevariant systems.

The variety of application areas and the variety of our product range are developing in parallel: Practical requirements
consistently challenge the research and development departments of HEAD acoustics to create new solutions.
Reciprocally, the products from HEAD acoustics have made possible many of the procedures that make the field of
sound engineering what it is today.
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HEAD acoustics: Always One Step aHEAD
Overview of some important
EU research projects with the
involvement of HEAD acoustics
AQUSTA (1992-1996)
Development of several concepts for the
realization of an aurally compensated,
binaural simulation of vehicle interior
sounds and the prediction of the
realizable sound quality
OBELICS (1996-1999)
Development of methods and tools for
the objective description of vehicle
sounds
D.O.S.E (1998-2001)
Development of a personal
exposimeter (dosimeter)

State-of-the-Art Technology
Research and development are the driving force of all technological
progress. In-house scientific research and product development have
always been of high importance at HEAD acoustics. In such a way the
company has always managed to compete successfully in the front rank
for technological development and to establish a firm position in the
market. An essential factor behind this is the company‘s extensive base of
scientific know-how. Continual close contact with universities, especially
the RWTH Aachen, guarantees up-to-date knowledge. Numerous diploma
and doctoral theses are evidence of this cooperation.

noise

NABUCCO (2000-2002)
Development of enhanced and costoptimized methods for the noisereduction of household devices by using
transfer path analysis; development of a
method for the simulation of the emitted
sounds based on the vibro-acoustic
properties of the entire structure, the
individual
components,
and
the
connection elements
SVEN (2000-2003)
Simulation of exterior vehicle sounds by
near-field measurements at the relevant
vehicle components

Furthermore, engineers of HEAD acoustics are significantly involved in
national and European research projects. Cooperations with public
institutions and with well-known representatives of the industry prove that
HEAD acoustics is a competent partner.

The following four EU projects can
be
assigned
to
the
subject
“Simulation of virtual environments“:
SCATIS (1993-1996)
Analysis of acoustic and tactile feedback
VETIR (1994-1997)
Application of virtual technology in
rehabilitation
MORIS (1995-2000)
Development of a motorcycle driving
simulator
AUDIS (1996-1999)
Development of an interface allowing an
individually adapted, dynamic, spatial
presentation of several, partially moving
sound sources

Productive Science

© DaimlerChrysler

Our research and development
activities aim at applications that open
up new perspectives and possibilities.
This idea is carried by the tight linkage
of research, product development,
production, and the dialog with our
customers. The synergetic exchange of
experience between engineers working
in the industry and developers is an
inherent part of our work. The results
are tailor-made systems for various
requirements of sound and vibration
measurement applications.



Since its foundation, HEAD acoustics can look back on more than 30
national and international patents, more than 25 diploma and doctoral
theses, and almost 400 scientific publications.
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Looking into the Future
Further development of the transfer
path analysis is among our most
important future research themes.
This is realized in an FVV project
(Forschungsvereinigung Verbrennungskraftmaschinen e.V. =
Combustion Engines Research
Association). Other projects concentrate on the optimization of
simulation tools for a better prediction of exterior and interior vehicle
sounds, as well as the quality enhancement of multimedia applications in communications.

The advantages of the simulation of
sound scenarios are obvious: The
replacement of components, involving a large effort and increasing
costs, is no longer necessary. The
simulation systems from HEAD
acoustics allow not only the efficient,
fast and thus cost-saving development of components, but also the
representation of complete driving
situations.
Pass-by measurement is an important
application area of virtual simulation.
Several methods exist for the auralization of the pass-by sound of a
vehicle, which are based on results of
the EU research project SVEN:
The conventional pass-by on a test
track and recordings using a roll
dynamometer and microphone arrays
can be reduced to a minimum. All
relevant components can be recorded separately and can then be
individually combined into the desired complete scenario.
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A sample of research projects
conducted in cooperation with
other institutions:
DASA (Deutsche Arbeitsschutzausstellung = German Occupational
Safety & Health Exhibition)
Development of a Simulator for the
Simulation of Different Degrees of
Hardness of Hearing (1996)
F VV ( F o r s chu n gs v er e in ig u n g
Verbrennungskraftmotoren e . V . =
Combustion Engines Research
Association)
Engine Sound Design II (1997-1999)
Designing the sound of combustion
engines in order to influence the
hearing impression considering airborne and structure-borne sound
transmission: Extension of the method
of interior sound synthesis by adding
position- and direction-specific
structure-borne sound excitation and
side-specific differentiation of
airborne sound propagation
Diagnostics and Cataloguing of Abnormal Combustion Engine Noise
(1999-2000)
D e v e lo pm e n t o f s of t w ar e fo r a
multimedia sound database that
allows the user to classify any abnormal external sound
Description of the Broadband
Structure-borne and Airborne Sound
Propagation from the Powertrain
(2003)
Simulation of temporal structures and
spectral patterns of sounds
Bundesanstalt für Arbeitsschutz
(Federal Institute for Occupational
Safety & Health)
Objective Hearing Protector
Measuring Station for the Determination of Noise Attenuation of
Hearing Protectors with an Artificial
Head Measurement System (1994)
Lack of Preemptive Design Measures
for Noise Protection (1996)
Development of a Measurement
Technology for the Physiological
Evaluation of Noise Impact in
Consideration of the Psychoacoustic
Characteristics of Human Hearing
(1997)
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Our Philosophy is Guiding our Business

Acoustic Environmental Protection and the Examination of
Soundscapes
Even though legal regulations have lead to a reduction of noise limits, the
tendency of people to feel disturbed by noise is increasing. A sole
reduction of noise levels is thus not sufficient to reduce the annoyance due
to noise to a degree noticeable by human beings. This is due to the fact
that the subjective human aural perception is often disregarded. However,
the judgment of a sound event involves a wide range of different
parameters forming into the total hearing impression.

Duration of exposure
Spectral distribution
of signal sources

A-weighted sound
pressure level

Information content

Subjective attitude of
the listener

Spectral composition

Judgment of a
sound event

Psychoacoustic
parameters

Terms like “soundscape“ and
“ psy ch o aco ust ic s“
are
b e co m in g
i n cre as i n gl y
important in the area of
a c oust ic e n vir on me nt a l
protection.
A soundscape describes the entire
“sound landscape“ of a situation,
composed of natural environment
sounds as well as technically
produced sounds. The examination
methods are based on the idea of
correctly recording and describing
the noise exposure from the
acoustic environment in a way that
reflects
what
humans
are
subjectively perceiving. In order to
record this entire perception,
physical aspects as well as
psychoacoustic characteristics of
hearing and cognitive aspects must
be considered.
The main focus of psychoacoustics
is the subjective aural perception
by human beings. The goal is to
objectively describe this subjective
perception. Psychoacoustic
measuring methods account for the
actual hearing impression, as
o p p os e d
to
c on v e n tio n a l
measuring methods that only
record the sound level in the form
of the equivalent continuous sound
level.

Temporal structure

Number of
sound sources

Spatial distribution of
sound sources

Movement of sound
sources

For HEAD acoustics, the judgment of a sound event by a human being
remains the decisive factor. Artificial head technology and the
corresponding analysis methods considering the psychoacoustic
characteristics of human hearing deliver an objective description of
subjective sound perceptions, which is essential for the determination of
sound quality. Our systems are thus an important basis for acoustic
environmental protection and contribute to an enhanced quality of life.

Ebertstraße 30a
D-52134 Herzogenrath
Tel: +49 (0) 2407-577-0
Fax: +49 (0) 2407-577-99
eMail: info@head-acoustics.de
WEB: www.head-acoustics.de

